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SciTECH Briefs

A Bright Idea for Bulbs
If you’ve ever burned your hand while
replacing a light bulb, then you know
how hot the tungsten filament inside
can get. The drawback of that heat is
twofold: first, singed fingers, and
second, energy wasted by inefficient
conversion of electricity to light. But
cooler and more energy-efficient light
bulbs may be on the way, based on
research being conducted at the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Sandia National
Laboratories in Albuquerque, NM. 

Scientists there have developed a
microscopic tungsten lattice—a tungsten
filament with an internal crystalline
pattern—as a filament for light bulbs
(Nature 2002, 417, 52–55). The lattice
has the potential to transmute the major-
ity of wasted infrared energy, or heat,
into the frequencies of visible light.

Scientists fabricated the new filament
by creating a polysilicon structure, remov-
ing some of the silicon, and using chem-
ical vapor deposition to backfill tungsten
into the mold. The artificial crystal
constructed by this process has a Lincoln
Log-like arrangement, with tiny bars that
sit astride each other crosswise at an
angle. Spacing of the bars allows passage
only of certain wavelengths; wavelengths
that are too large cannot pass through.

The researchers weren’t certain what
would happen to the other, short-wave-
length energies brought in by the electric
current—would they build heat and melt

the tungsten structure? They found
instead that energy at short wavelengths
underwent an order-of-magnitude absorp-
tion increase. Energy was preferentially
absorbed into a selected frequency band,
while periodic metal–air boundaries led to
an extraordinarily large transmission en-
hancement. Experimental results showed
that a large photonic band gap for wave-
lengths from 8 to 20 µm proved ideally
suited to suppressing broadband black-
body radiation in the infrared range.
Using this wavelength range has the po-
tential to redirect heat energy into the
visible spectrum.

Whereas the imaginative work seems
logical in retrospect, the scientists are
stumped for a theory to explain the
results. “It’s not theoretically predict-
ed,” says study author Jim Fleming.
“Possible explanations may involve vari-
ations in the speed of light as it prop-
agates through such structures.”

Regardless of the explanation, or
lack of one, the work solves both draw-
backs of traditional bulbs: Not only
will bulbs with the new filament be
cooler, but their light-yielding effi-
ciency will increase the current 5% to
more than 60%.

—Christen L. Brownlee ◆

QC for Coffee
Although not up to the gourmet stan-
dards of a Starbucks or Caribou blend,
instant coffee provides desperately
needed caffeine relief to millions of
Americans daily. Maintaining brand
identity through relative uniformity of
taste from batch to batch throughout
the lifetime of the product is a difficult
task. It is most often accomplished by
having coffee flavor experts blend green
coffee beans from a variety of botanical
and geographic sources to get the clos-
est thing to a reproducible mix. Finding
a better means of scientifically charac-
terizing the flavor fingerprint of various
instant coffees has the potential benefit
of maintaining quality control in flavor
uniformity and also detecting adulter-
ants, improper blendings, or manufac-
turing errors. 

1H NMR was presented as a favorable
method for screening instant coffee
mixtures for authentication and quality
control in a recent report by researchers
Adrian Charlton, William Farrington, and
Paul Brerton of the United Kingdom
Department of Environment, Food, and
Rural Affairs (York). 

On the basis of quantitative analysis,
the researchers established the 10 princi-
pal components from the 1H NMR spectra
of the coffee samples from three different
manufacturers (J. Ag. Food Chem. 2002,
50 (11), 3098–3103). Chemometric analy-
sis was used to find patterns and trends,
and samples were grouped according to
similar patterns based on mathematical
“distance” analysis from group centers
that were developed over an iterative
training regime. Once such group centers
were determined for known manufac-
turer’s samples, 36 unknown samples
from the same manufacturers were tested
against the developed parameters. The
primary marker of differentiation be-
tween the makers’ coffee was identified
as the compound 5-(hydroxymethyl)-2-
furaldehyde. Using a three-principal com-
ponent model, all samples could be
assigned to their correct group with the
exception of a single coffee produced by
one manufacturer. Further analysis of
the aberrant sample demonstrated the
likely presence of chicory as a cheap
adulterant. 

The researchers propose that NMR is
a strong candidate for developing routine
quality control methods, not only for
the instant coffee industry but also for
other food products. 

—Mark S. Lesney ◆

The tungsten is layered in a “log-pile”
structure, resulting in a unit cell four
layers deep.
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Whole Cell Catalysis
Biocatalysts—usually isolated enzymes—
have become useful, environmentally
benign alternatives to traditional chem-
ical catalyst systems for making optical-
ly active compounds by enantioselective
synthesis. 

However, since the number of avail-
able enzymes is limited, screening to
find one appropriate for a particular
stereoisomer can be very difficult. For
example, according to Kaoru Nakamura
from Kyoto University’s Institute of
Chemical Research (Japan), once one
enantiomer has been synthesized, it is
“usually impossible” to hit upon a suit-
able enzyme to afford the corresponding
enantiomer. Microbial whole cells, on
the other hand, offer more versatile
substrate specificity. “Furthermore,” says
Nakamura, “the use of microbial whole
cells has economic advantages since
isolated dehydrogenases [enzymes]
require expensive coenzymes and a recy-
cling system.” Thus, they have generat-
ed interest as biocatalysts.

To take advantage of cellular activity
to perform enantioselective synthesis,
however, methods must be developed to
regulate and control their catalytic prop-
erties. Nakamura and colleagues were
recently able to accomplish just this,
using identical whole cells from the same
fungus to separately make either enan-
tiomer of alcohols from ketone reduction
reactions (Tetrahed. Lett. 2002, 43 (20),
3629–3631). 

The researchers carried out reduc-
tions for six different ketones using cells
of the fungus Geotrichum candidum IFO
5767. By adding the hydrophobic poly-
mer XAD-7 under nitrogen atmosphere
to the reactions, the corresponding (S)-
alcohols were produced in enantiomeric
excesses (ee) ranging from 92 to >99%,
with yields >96%. On the other hand,
the same G. candidum reactions in air
and in the absence of XAD-7 selectively
afforded the (R)-alcohols (85 to >99%
ee, 61 to >99% yield).

The results can be explained, says
Nakamura, by the fact that XAD-7 absorbs
hydrophobic ketones and reduces the
ketone concentration in the aqueous
phase where enzymes do their work.
Basic enzyme kinetics dictate that en-
zymes with a smaller Michaelis constant
(Km) react preferentially at low substrate
concentrations. “In the present case,”
states Nakamura, “the enzyme that af-

fords the (S)-alcohol will have a smaller
Km value than the (R)-affording enzyme,”
so the (S) enantiomer predominates.
Without the polymer, the selectivity is
based on the fact that the mechanism of
the S-enzyme is reversible, while that of
the R-enzyme is not. Therefore, under
aerobic conditions, oxidation of the (S)-
alcohols to ketones is encouraged, which
favors the formation of the (R)-alcohols
over time.

The researchers believe that this
approach offers a very practical route for

the general synthesis of optically active
secondary alcohols. They plan to pursue
the synthetic capabilities of a range of
other whole cell systems as well. “Cur-
rently, we are eagerly investigating the
use of phototrophs such as microalgae,”
says Nakamura. “These biocatalysts
absorb carbon dioxide, produce oxygen,
and can transform unnatural substrates
to useful optically active compounds.
This reaction is very friendly to the
environment.”

—David Filmore ◆
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Business Bits
New Sartorius president. Sartorius
Corp. (Edgewood, NY), a laboratory
products company specializing in
balances, has announced the appoint-
ment of Mary Lavin to the position of
president and managing director of its
North American operations. Ms. Lavin
is the first woman to hold this position
in the Sartorius group of companies
(Sartorius press release).

Rohm and Haas automates with
AspenTech. Specialty chemical compa-
ny Rohm and Hass (Philadelphia) has
signed on with AspenTech (Cambridge,
MA), a process software and solutions
company, to deploy its production opti-
mization solution, Plantelligence, in its
batch manufacturing plants worldwide.
The system will enable batch plant
managers and operators to monitor and
respond to plant performance in real
time. The implementation of Plantelli-
gence into Rohm and Haas facilities will
occur over several years (echemmerce).

Kyocera buys Toshiba Chemical.
Kyocera Corp. (San Diego) announced
that it will purchase Toshiba Chemical
Corp. (Saitama, Japan), a fine chemi-

cals unit of the electronics giant Toshi-
ba Corp. Kyocera is the world’s biggest
maker of ceramics packages for silicon
chips and a manufacturer of electron-
ics and cell phones (Reuters). 

Dow starts foam recycling. The Dow
Chemical Co. (Midland, MI) and Mobius
Technologies (Grass Valley, CA) have
installed a proprietary polyurethane
recycling system at Dow’s Technical
Development Center in Meyrin, Switzer-
land. The Mobius recycling system
converts scrap polyurethane foam into
virgin chemicals for the manufacture of
new foam. The Dow installation is
designed to be a demonstration project
to illustrate that foam recycling can be
economically viable (PRNewswire).

Alfa expands to Carolina. The Mexican
conglomerate Alfa announced today
that DAK Americas, a subsidiary of Alfa’s
petrochemical group Alpek, plans to
expand its capacity for production of
polyethylene terephthalate resins by
constructing a plant in South Carolina.
The new installation is expected to
allow the company to double its produc-
tion capacity to 300,000 tons per year.
The plant is projected to be operational
by April 2003 (Corporate Mexico).
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